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These little flowers are a quick and easy project and are great to add as an accent to your 

projects. I have sewn a pin to the back of mine to be worn as a lapel pin. I plan to attach more 

to ponytail holders and hairclips and haircombs. Than I am donating them to my church to 

be sold at our Bazaar in October. 

Red Flower I used the small gauge compact set on 1/0 with 36 pegs and worsted weight yarn 

#4 

 Turqoise Flower I used the fixed fine gauge 2 loom set for 36 pegs and sport weight yarn #3 

Pink Flower I used the fixed fine gauge 1 Loom ( sock loom ) set for 36 pegs and size 3 

bedspread cotton 

Peach Flower I used the fixed fine gauge 1 Loom ( sock loom ) set for 36 pegs and size 3 

bedspread cotton 

 

 

Supplies: Loom appropriate for the weight yarn you wish to use. 



Yarn in 3 colors, small amounts, this is a great project to use your scrap 

yarns 

 Size E seed beads 3 or 4 for the smaller gauge looms 

 Pony Beads 3 or 4 for the larger gauge looms 

 Yarn needle 

 Beading or fine needle 

 Loom pick 

Flower: 

Set up your loom to knit in the round on 36 pegs.  With your center color( I 

used yellow for my centers) cast on using the drawstring cast on  using 

Tammy’s method for kiss looms. 

Using the continuous u stitch knit 2 rounds, Switch to your main flower color 

and knit 4 rounds bind off using the super stretchy bind off  using Graciela’s 

method.  Pull up cast on edge very tightly and tie off, don’t cut tail yet. Weave 

in end from bind off and trim, set aside. 

Leaves: make 2 

On one side of your loom cast on to 5 pegs using the adjustable cast on by 

Brenda Meyers 

 

Increase method   |<|||>| these are your 5  stitches, the <> show the direction 

to move the loops. you are going to move your end stitches out by 1 peg on each 

end you will now have 2 empty pegs should look like this |. |||. | the dots are 

your empty pegs. You will wrap the loom for u stitch except on the empty pegs 

use  e wrap. Knit off 

Row 1 using continuous u stitch knit 

http://www.kiss-looms.com/tutorials
http://www.kiss-looms.com/tutorials
http://www.box.net/shared/rqc5t0hqqe


Row 2 following the increase method above increase 2 stitches, you now have 7 

stitches 

Row 3 using continuous u stitch knit 

Row 4 following the increase method above increase 2 stitches, you now have 9 

stitches 

Row 5 using continuous u stitch knit 

Decrease method  123456789 these are your stitches move stitch 2 to 3 move 

stitch 1 to empty peg, move stitch 8 to 7 and stitch 9 to empty peg you now have 

2 loops on pegs 2 and 8 wrap and knit off, knitting 2 over 1 on pegs 2 and 8.  

Row 6 Decrease 2 stitches following method above, you should have 7 stitches 

Row 7 using continuous u stitch knit 

Row 8  Decrease 2 stitches following method above, you should have 5 stitches 

Row 9 using continuous u stitch knit 

Row 10 Row 8  Decrease 2 stitches following method above,  You will have 3 

loops on your center stitch, just knit 3 over 1 on this peg, you should have 3 

stitches  

Row 11 using continuous u stitch knit 

Row 12 Move both outside stitches to center peg wrap and knit off, cut yarn and 

pull through stitch.  Weave in end.  Pull up your cast on tightly and tie off, do 

not cut yarn using your tail sew to back of flower using photo for placement. 

Sew on beads to center of the flower, weave in remaining ends.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


